
Mobile Entertainment
Vehicles

Corporate Events   -   Experiential Marketing   -   Promotions
Tradeshows   -   Sporting events   -   Product Launches

Theme Parks   -   Concerts   -   Marathons



Weight:
Length:
Width:

Height:

6,001 lbs
16’
7’ 1”
6’ 1”

HUMMER H3 XTREME

The Hummer H3 Xtreme is a complete, self-contained event entertainment system
in a package that is sure to bring the "WOW" factor to any event! The venues possibilities
are endless, as the vehicle can operate both indoors and outdoors, including in the middle

of a field due to its self-contained power capabilities. 

This vehicle can adapt to any event theme, as the client can customize the exterior and
all the digital media displayed. The DJ system built into the vehicle can send a feed to a

master audio system to DJ large scale events and events with multiple entertainment elements.master audio system to DJ large scale events and events with multiple entertainment elements.

VEHICLE FEATURES:

- Self-contained (power for outdoor events
 provided by vehicle)
- Powerful sound system
- Indoor/Outdoor capabilities
- Built-in Pioneer DJ system and PA system
  with wireless mic for emcee purposes
- LED lights on exterior and interior of vehicle
- Custom digital media playback elements
 (logos, photos, videos)
- 32” Large LCD screen on roof
- (2) 19” LCD daytime/nighttime screens in windows
- (5) 7” LCD screens inside the vehicle
- Lamborghini doors- Lamborghini doors
- Blank canvas exterior to customize with decals
 and wrap for any event theme
- System sends feed to master sound system
 for larger scale events



E2 XTREME HONDA ELEMENT

Have you ever seen a MINI Cooper with Lamborghini doors and a DJ system built into it?
You haven’t because the MINI Cooper Xtreme Clubman is the first! This award-winning

event entertainment product is the first of its kind in such a compact, self-contained form.
The MINI Cooper Xtreme Clubman brings incredible DJ entertainment offerings to locations
where events were previously deemed impossible, including smaller venues. This includes

indoor locations, as it meets all requirements for indoor venue parking. This vehicle can
adapt to any event theme, as the client can customize the exterior and all the digital mediaadapt to any event theme, as the client can customize the exterior and all the digital media
displayed. The DJ system built into the vehicle can send a feed to a master audio system to

DJ large scale events and events with multiple entertainment elements.

Weight:
Length:
Width:

Height:

3,797 lbs
14’
6’
6’

The Honda Element E2 Xtreme  is unlike any entertainment vehicle you have ever seen.
Often called a "transformer" vehicle because of its unique look, the E2 fits into any

event theme, from classy cocktail party to outdoor sporting event. The venues possibilities
are endless, as the vehicle can operate both indoors and outdoors, including in the middle
of a field due to its self-contained power capabilities. This vehicle can adapt to any event
theme, as the client can customize the exterior and all the digital media displayed. The

DJ system built into the vehicle can send a feed to a master audio system toDJ system built into the vehicle can send a feed to a master audio system to
DJ large scale events and events with multiple entertainment elements.

VEHICLE FEATURES:

- Self-contained (power for outdoor events
 provided by vehicle)
- Powerful sound system
- Indoor/Outdoor capabilities
- Built-in Pioneer DJ system and PA system
  with wireless mic for emcee purposes
- LED lights on exterior and interior of vehicle
- Custom digital media playback elements
 (logos, photos, videos)
- 32” Large LCD screen inside rear of vehicle
 facing outwards
- (2) 19” LCD daytime/nighttime screens in windows
- Lamborghini doors- Lamborghini doors
- Blank canvas exterior to customize with decals
 and wrap for any event theme
- System sends feed to master sound system
 for larger scale events



MINI COOPER XTREME CLUBMAN

Weight:
Length:
Width:

Height:

2,712 lbs
12’
5’ 1”
4’ 1”

Have you ever seen a MINI Cooper with Lamborghini doors and a DJ system built into it?
You haven’t because the MINI Cooper Xtreme Clubman is the first! This award-winning

event entertainment product is the first of its kind in such a compact, self-contained form.
The MINI Cooper Xtreme Clubman brings incredible DJ entertainment offerings to locations
where events were previously deemed impossible, including smaller venues. This includes

indoor locations, as it meets all requirements for indoor venue parking. This vehicle can
adapt to any event theme, as the client can customize the exterior and all the digital mediaadapt to any event theme, as the client can customize the exterior and all the digital media
displayed. The DJ system built into the vehicle can send a feed to a master audio system to

DJ large scale events and events with multiple entertainment elements.

VEHICLE FEATURES:

- Self-contained (power for outdoor events
 provided by vehicle)
- Powerful sound system
- Indoor/Outdoor capabilities
- Built-in Pioneer DJ system and PA system
  with wireless mic for emcee purposes
- LED lights on exterior and interior of vehicle
- Custom digital media playback elements
 (logos, photos, videos)
- (4) 13” LCD daytime/nighttime screens in windows
- Lamborghini doors
- Blank canvas exterior to customize with decals
  and wrap for any event theme
- System sends feed to master sound system
 for larger scale events



How much time does it take to setup & strike?

 - Setup should take no longer than 20 minutes.
 - 10 minutes to strike

Are the vehicles self-contained with audio visual features?

 - Each vehicle is self-contained with internal & external speakers 
 - Built-in LED lighting with strobes
  - Multiple LCD monitors
 - Digital LCD monitor with DVD player can be placed on top center of the roof rack on the Hummer H3 Xtreme
 - Additional speakers and lighting available upon request

How much power do the vehicles require?

 - One (1) dedicated 20-amp circuit (additional power may be requested depending on the amount of gear for setup)
 - Optional "silent" Honda EU2000 Generator available free of charge when access to power is not available
   (CANNOT be used indoors)

Can the vehicles be used for indoor events?Can the vehicles be used for indoor events?

 - All vehicles except the Xtreme Party Truck meet ALL regulations for indoor venue operations
 - Battery cut-off switch (built-in power supply)
 - "Locked" gas cap; gas tank will have less than 1/4 tank of gas when indoors

How much space should I leave for each vehicle?

 - We ask you leave an additional 6ft in length and 4ft in width to the dimensions of the vehicle you are booking.

Can the vehicles be place on stage?

  - Yes, as long as a proper ramp system is provided (ask for details)

Can the vehicles be custom branded?

 - Yes, vehicle wraps are available for an additional fee, and are fine as long as they are removed after the contracted event
 - Vehcile Magnets or Vehicle Safe Vinyl Stickers can also be applied to all vehicle exteriors

Does the investment cost include a DJ?

 - At all times the price quoted will include a DJ/Emcee with each vehicle
 - Multilingual DJs are available upon request

Why use these vehicles for my event?Why use these vehicles for my event?

 - The Mix On Wheels fleet are the "Ultimate Mobile DJ Systems" on wheels. They can be used anywhere from
   "The Boardroom to the Beach!"

 

FAQS



CORPORATE EVENTS   -   RACES   -   PRODUCT LAUNCHES
EXPERIENTAL MARKETING   -   CONCERTS   -   PROMOTIONS
HOSPITALITY VENUES   -   FAIRS & FESTIVALS   -   PARADES

TRADESHOWS   -   SPORT EVENTS   -   CELEBRATIONS



The Xtreme Party Truck is a unique promotional vehicle that is great for adding fun and excitement to

your next event or promotion. Pushing the "WOW" factor the XPT is a totally tricked-out heavy rescue

vehicle that is a complete mobile party on wheels. This one-of-a-kind, attention-grabbing event vehicle

gives corporate clients that unique custom branding option they are looking for in today's highly

competitive experiential marketing arena.

Serving up parties for 10 to 1,000 the XPT features specially controlled hydraulic doors that with just a

touch of a button open to touch of a button open to reveal all the innovative party accessories: Live DJ & music, party lights &

karaoke, huge flat screen TVs with in-motion satellite, X-box 360s, kegarator & wine chiller, smoker, ice

machine and much, much more! The roof is a reinforced railed sky deck/stage that can accommodate

live performers or guests. The XPT can even travel in full event mode for parades and is designed with

easy custom branding in mind.

Book this one-of-a-kind attention-grabbing event vehicle TODAY!



(16) Flat Panel TVs

(2) KVH Direct TV Mobile Receivers

HD Satellite

Geffen HDMI 8X8 Matrix switch EXT-HDMI-848

(2) 1×8 HDMI AV Dist. Amp

Surge X 15 outlet Power Conditioner

Length: 30ft

Width: 10ft

Height: 11.6ft without the SkyDeck rails, and

             13.5ft with the rails up

MEDIA FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

HDMI Cable connections throughout vehicle

Sliding Equipment Rack Enclosure

Pioneer SX2000 MK 2

(4) QSC HPR 152I Speakers

(2) QSC HPR 151i Subs

(2) Wireless Microphones

120 Volt Electrical provided by Onan 12.5KW

Quiet Diesel Generator

12 volt Electrical System provided by (4) Super

Duty Batteries and 65 Amp Battery Charger

50 amp Shore Power Plug-in capability

100 Gallon Fresh Water Holding Tanks

WWater Filtration System

Insta-hot Water Heater

Stainless Sink Compartment and Holding Tank

Bradley 6 Rack Electric Meat Smoker with

        Hooded Ventilation System

SYSTEM & SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FEATURES

(2) Danby Outdoor Kegarators with Dual Tap

        Beer Systems and Holding Tank

GE Stainless Microwave

(3) Stainless Beverage Cup Dispensers

Bar Station with Liquor Storage, Ice Bin,

        Barware and Cup Dispensers

4.4 Cubic Ft. Upright Stainless4.4 Cubic Ft. Upright Stainless

        Refrigerator/Freezer

Haier 18 bottle Wine Chiller

Hosizaki KM 61 Ice Maker

Margaritaville Cordless Margarita Machine

20 ft. Customizable LED Bar

Giant Inflatable Screen w/Rear Projection

Custom Branding

Karaoke

Feather Banners

Party Activator Dancers

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS



Includes: DJ, sound system, self-power,
logo playback, DISH TV, all MEDIA FEATURES, and
all SYSTEM & SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FEATURES

XPT INVESTMENT

INFLATABLE SCREEN W/ REAR PROJECTION
(4) CUSTOMIZABLE LED BARS
PARTY ACTIVATOR DANCERS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

The racks on top take (2) 12'x3' banners and (2) 7'x3'
banners. All banners should have grommets every 2'.
Standard Turnaround time is 5-7 days

SIGNATURE FEATHER FLAGS
Signature Feather flags can be used on top of the truck as well. We suggest 4 or 6 flags. Normally 1 flag in
each corner, or with 6 you add 1 to each of the shorter length rails.

RENRENTAL FLAGS       Includes up to 4 solid color flags of your choice.
CUSTOM BRANDED FLAGS  (2 or 4 recommended)
Includes a 16'x3.5' Flag that matches the rental size.

POLE RENTAL FOR BRANDED FLAGS 
POLE PURCHASE
GROUND STAKES 
OUTDOOR BASE KITS FOR THE FLAGS 
Includes: gIncludes: ground stake, 12"x12" aluminum base and (2) sand bags which each hold about 50lbs of sand.

*** Turnaround time is 10 days after approval.
     Rush orders are subject to additional pricing, and production approval.

CUSTOM BRANDING


	Mix On Wheels - EPK 1
	Xtreme Party Truck - EPK - UB

